
Let’s Catch Up on 2,000 Years of History.

Section 1:  Introduction (xxix - xxx)
Basic studies:  political, economic, social, military, cultural, intellectual, & religious
Unique to Western Civilization (?)

Science & Technology,  Individual Liberty, Rational Outlook,  
A.D. & B.C.- out,         C.E. & B.C.E - in
Gregorian Calendar (the previous one was the Julian Calendar)
3 Calendars: (this explains why no one with any real historical sense worried about 

the year 2000)

Section 2 (Handout):  Ancient Times - The Greek World & the Roman World
1.  List the contributions of the Greeks to Western Thought 

  and categorize each (using the list in the previous section [political, economic, etc])
     That second part is the most important part of the question, so don’t skip it.  

I know how yall are (some just do the first half and hope that i don’t catch it)
2.  What did the Romans contribute to western civilization & categorize them.
3.  What occurred in the year 476?

Section 3 (Pages 80-84):  The Culture of Classical Greece 
The Arts:  The Classical Ideal

1.  What was  Greek art concerned with?
2.  List the IDEALS  of Greek art, and what it was designed to control.
Who cares about columns??!?    However, the Parthenon  is important.
A picture of the “Kouros” figure is on page 68.  Look at it!!!!
3.  What was the dominant feature (or goal) of classical sculpture?

 The Greek Love of Wisdom
Read that paragraph about Thales again!!  Especially the second half!!
WOW!  Change or Unity as the nature of reality?!?!?
4.  Explain the skepticism  of the Sophists and how that influenced what they taught.
5.  Would you agree with the Sophists or with their critics?  Why?  
The stuff on Socrates is good but you can skip that brown box “Death of Socrates”
Plato’s Forms (Ideas) are important. so i think we’ll do that in class.
Utopian Literature =  imaginary (perfect) places that explain how we ought to live.
Plato’s Republic is interesting.  you’ll need to know it for the test, but we won’t discuss it 

until chapter 18!
6.  According to Plato, the ideal state is governed by . . .?  Why?
7.  How do Plato & Aristotle differ on the nature of reality?
8.  Which of those two do you think more represents how we view reality today?

Section 4 (Pages 170-175):  The Development of Christianity
The Religious World

Christianity's biggest rival in Rome was Zoroastianism.  think about it.
The Jewish Background

1. What’s the difference between Essenes & Zealots?
The Rise of Christianity

OK, this  involves taking a historical look at Christianity.   Notice what is left out of the list 
of what Jesus taught?  Doesn’t there seems to be some foundational stuff missing?



2.  What are the two biggest contributions to Christianity developed by Paul?
The Growth of Christianity

3.  What contributed to Christianity's popularity & growth?
4.  How did Constantine contribute to Christianity’s spread
Think about whether Constantine’s conversion was positive or negative for Christianity.
Hey, on page 176 there is a discussion of the importance of Rome.  READ IT!!!  It’s important

Section 5 (Pages 179-185):  The Development of the Christian Church
Organization & Religious Disputes

1.  Define Heresy.  It’s really important for the first semester of this class!
The Power of the Pope

2.  Why was the Bishop of Rome considered the supreme bishop.
The Roles of Church and State

Nothing of too much importance.  Although, it’s got a good story in it.
New Patterns of Thought

3.  What is Neoplatonism & how did it affect Christianity?
4.  According to Augustine 

     a.  what role does philosophy play in the search for truth?
     b.  but what is required for ultimate truth.

5.  What is the Vulgate and who created  it?
The Beginnings of Monasticism

This is a very interesting section, especially the differences between eastern & western 
monasticism.  

Section 6 (Handout):  The Disintegration of the Roman Empire
1.  What effect did Constantine’s moving of the capital to Constantinople have?
2.  What three major cultures evolved from the crumbling of the Western Roman Empire?

Section 7 (Pages 222-224, 226-227):  Feudalism
OK, this  section is kind of confusing.  I will go over it and give you the big picture before you 

read  it!!
1.  What’s the difference between a peasant and a serf?

Section 8 (Pages 297-304):  The Black Death
Famine and Population

Just notice how success, food production, population & the concept of limits are connected
The Black Death

1.  So how much of Europe’s population died as a result of the plague?
2.  What caused the spread of the plague? (Not rats, fleas, bacteria, etc.   Think big picture)
3.  Why would Jews be attacked during outbreaks of the plague?

Economic Dislocation & Social Upheaval
Very interesting stuff.  no questions but look at who the winners & losers were during this 
period.   Look how much instability (seemingly unconnected to disease) was caused by 
the plague.



Section 9 (Pages 312-317):  The Decline of the Church
Boniface VIII & the Conflict with the State

“Temporal” = Secular = of this world  (George Bush is a Temporal Ruler) 
Don’t get bogged down in the first 2 pages of this reading.  Just get the big picture that

1) secular rulers are getting to be more powerful & are starting to question church authority
  2)  Boniface’s Unam Sanctam is the act of someone losing power 

(people in power rarely have to issue statements  claiming to be in power)
The Papacy at Avignon

OK, only the first 2 paragraphs of this section are any good.
Read all of it but none of that junk is going to be on the test.

The Great Schism
1.  Define the Great Schism, and describe it’s  impact in Europe.

New Thoughts . . .
Skip this section!!!

Popular Religion
2. Why would the Plague & decline in church prestige actually  increase the focus on 

“salvation”   “Purgatory”  and  the “mechanical path to salvation”??
   QUESTIONS  IN ITALICS ARE NOT DIRECTLY IN THE BOOK. YOU ACTUALLY 
      HAVE TO THINK AND FORM AN OPINION.  

(wow, who’d have thought that occurred in school?)
Changes in Theology

3.  Explain Occam’s belief regarding faith and reason?
    Here’s a tough one:  Is he strengthening the cause of Faith or of Reason?

4.  How do you think he’d relate to Augustine?

Section 10 (Pages 320-323):  Society in an Age of Adversity
Art and the Black Death

1.  Define Realism!!!!
Changes in Urban Life

“the new hedonism prevalent after the Black Death”??!?!?   
Hedonism = throwing oneself whole-heartedly into fun and pleasure.

2.  How in the world is hedonism a byproduct of the Plague???
3.  What impact did the plague have on women?

New Directions in Medicine
4.  What impact did the plague have on the role & power of governments?


